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ABSTRACT

E-voting systems are becoming popular with the widespread use of computers and embedded systems. Security 
is the vital issue that should be considered in such systems. This paper proposes a new e-voting system that 
fulfills the security requirements of e-voting. It is implemented on an android phone which acts as a voting 
machine. The system employes NFC to store all conditions that comply with the rule of the government to check 
voter eligibility. In the proposed system, we leverage the benefits of usage of NFC (Near Field Communication) 
tags for validating and casting a vote. The proposed system simplifies the process of validating an individual 
and casting of the vote.
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I. Introduction

One of the fundamental mechanisms for democracy is election. It is the way to collect the public opinions to 
form a democratic government. The traditional process of election is quite tedious, time consuming and has a 
cumbersome procedure in preparation and tallying phases. To overcome these difficulties electronic voting 
system (EVS) is introduced.EVS continues to grow as long as the world becomes more dependable on the new 
technologies. EVS provides a lot of benefits than traditional voting systems. It tries to enable efficient and 
secure elections. EVS is inexpensive because its resources are reusable. Also it does not require any
geographical proximity of voters, and it provides better scalability for large elections [1]. Meanwhile using EVS 
must satisfy some security requirements such as authentication, voter privacy, confidentiality, integrity, etc. 
Many security flaws were found because EVS is more vulnerable than traditional voting process [2]. Digital 
data processing allows any manipulation, updating or copying in votes. Hence this results in a widespread fraud 
during the election day. Thus many professionals expressed their negative opinions on e-voting [3].
Nevertheless, efforts are still made to introduce EVS in countries that use traditional paper ballots[3].

The primary needs in any EVS are the confidence of voters that their votes are counted and the final tally is sum 
of all correct votes. For this reason, many different methods were proposed concerning the security of EVS [1, 
2].

II. Electronic Voting Security Requirements

Security and accuracy are the first and foremost requirements for any voting system. Hence, EVS should satisfy 
at least the following security requirements which are described in [4, 5, 6, 7]:
• Eligibility: only authorized voters who satisfy predetermined criterion can vote.
• Uniqueness: no one can vote more than once.
• Privacy: a vote is kept secret and no one can determine for whom anyone else voted,
• Integrity: election process is secure so no one can change anyone else’s vote without being discovered. In
addition no one can duplicate anyone else’s vote.
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• Accuracy: every voter can make sure that his vote has been taken into account in the final tabulation. To 
achieve the above security services many security schemes are provided. These schemes can be classified into 
[2,8]
• Cryptography system and blind signature which used for encrypting ballot and printing encrypted receipt.
[9,10,11],
• Mix-net based scheme for encrypting receipts which are one part of ballot [ 12,13, 14],
• Using a Homomorphic method for hiding voter information and ballot content [15, 16,17].

III. SIGNIFICANT HARDWARE USED 

The Proposed E-Voting system utilizes Near Field Communication(NFC) . The Near Field Communication 
(NFC) provides the feature, turning a mobile device into payment, ticketing, or access rights entity. One of the 
motivations for the designers was secured transfer of information. Therefore, NFC is a short-range wireless 
technology (10 cm maximum distance), operating at 13.56 MHz and exchanging data between two devices at up 
to 424 Kbits per second. There is wide range of electronic devices that can utilize this technology, like cameras, 
game consoles, SO cards etc. However, NFC applications are mostly related to the mobile phone usage. Nokia 
launched first NFC-enabled phone in November of 2004. Perhaps due to the lack of convincing business plans 
or market demand, NFC is not widespread at the moment. But in spite of challenges faced, Nokia has recently 
announced that from 2011 every Nokia smart phone will have NFC. A study from year 2008 predicted over 700 
million NFC-enabled mobile phones in usage by the 2013 [18].
The NFC forum2, founded in June 2006, outlines three operating modes for NFC:
- peer-la-peer mode, communication needs to be established between two NFC-enabled devices before data can 
be exchanged,
- reader/writer mode, NFC-enabled device is able to read/write information from smart cards or tags (for 
example, embedded on posters).

NFC standards cover communications protocols and data exchange formats, and are based on existing radio-
frequency identification (RFID) standards including ISO/IEC 14443 and FeliCa. The standards include ISO/IEC 
18092 and those defined by the NFC Forum, which was founded in 2004 by Nokia, Philips Semiconductors (has 
became NXP Semiconductors since 2006) and Sony, and now has more than 160 members. The Forum also 
promotes NFC and certifies device compliance. It fits the criteria for being considered a personal area 
network[19].

NFC tags are smart little chips that will allow you to snag digital information with your smartphones at short 
range. NFC tags are programmed with just any sort of information and then plopped into almost any product 
letting you read them with the smart phone or another NFC capable device. NFC involves an initiator and a 
target; the initiator actively generates an RF field that can power a passive target (an unpowered chip called a 
"tag").This enables NFC targets to take very simple form factors such as tags, stickers, key fobs, or battery-less 
cards.[20].

Fig. 1. Coin shaped NFC tags.
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Fig. 2. NFC tags in the form of key-chains, watches, etc.

Fig. 3. NFC tags in the form of wristbands

IV. PROPOSED E-VOTING USING NFC TAGS

A. Existing system

The current system deploys usage of a machine to cast a vote in an election. The validation mechanism for an individual is 
very poor. Indian voting machines use a two-piece system with balloting unit presenting the voter with the button 
(momentary switch) for each choice connected by a cable to an electronic ballot box. An EVM consists of two units:
1. Control unit 
2. Balloting unit
The control unit is the polling officer and balloting unit is placed inside voting compartment. Instead of issuing a ballot paper 
the polling officer in charge of the control unit will press the ballot button. This will enable the voter to cast his vote by 
pressing the blue button on the balloting unit against the candidate and symbol of his choice.

B. Problem statement

To develop “Mobile based voting system using NFC authentication” that is voting from remote places by using smart phones 
and NFC tags. 
The project is designed to facilitate voting through mobile phones which is android based. NFC tags store voter information 
which is used to authenticate them before casting vote to the candidate. User places the NFC tag near mobile phone. The 
mobile phone scans the tag and verifies the details with backend system. Once verified the voter is displayed candidate 
electoral ward on their mobile and they can then select the desired candidate. The vote is recorded in the application. 
This voting system overcomes the drawbacks of traditional voting system. It must meet the main characteristics which are 
eligibility, uniqueness, privacy, integrity and accuracy.

C. E-voting database

E-Voting database is the heart of the system, having the voting data collected during the public voting process. It's composed 
of a number of tables that includes:-

1. User – Containing the username , uniqueid, address ,contact number , date of birth , etc.
2. Candidate – The names of the various candidates and the particular ward they are contesting from along with 

their personal details like Qualification , work ,etc.
3. Wards – The various wards name and numbers , etc.

4. Parties – The various parties along with their symbols, etc.
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5. Mapping - Mapping of Candidate to ward which will be an n :1 mapping

D. Proposed system 

Every voter will have an NFC tags with him/her. This NFC tags will be used as a voting card for them.  Details of every user 
will be stored in this NFC tags. When user comes near ballot box, he/she has to use their NFC tag and keep it near NFC 
supported phone or device so that it retrieves the data from that tag and throw these details to server.
Server retrieves the data and initiate with validation process. If that user id matches with any of the data present in their 
voting server it means that user is eligible to vote this year, else a message is thrown to user that you are not authorized to 
vote this year.
If the user is genuine then they will receive the candidate list so that user can vote as per their choice. Once voted it 
automatically gets incremented with respect to that candidate voting poll. Now once he has done with this voting that user 
won’t be allowed to vote again as if he try again then a message of dual voting will be reported to his screen and won’t be 
able to vote again. Also there is an authentication process after you put your NFC tag above NFC supported device. So every 
user will have their own password after which they will be available to vote any particular candidate.

V. CONCLUSION

In the context of NFC voting, NFC provides a practical and easy to use environment.NFC technology has a great potential to 
increase the usability of systems. With the rise of NFC compatible mobile phones, it will bring new opportunities to easiness 
our lives. One of the main advantages NFC has over Bluetooth is that it is compatible with existing RFID technologies. A 
significant percentage of population is expected to own NFC enabled phones by the time most NFC systems will be ready 
for large scale implementation. Another advantage is less setup time because in Bluetooth you have to search for, pair a 
device, and select a ‘dummy’ security code; all of these steps are redundant in an NFC system.
The main advantage of NFC over both RFID and Bluetooth is better security, at least in the physical layer of the network. 
The fields for RFID and Bluetooth are generated over a wider area than NFC so it makes them more susceptible to 
interference and jamming. More importantly, this increases the immunity of NFC to interception which could be lethal to 
certain applications such as payments. Furthermore, due to the short distance communication occurs so quickly that it 
becomes very hard for hackers. For any sort of attack, the exact time of data transfer needs to be predicted which is 
practically impossible. 
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